How to Speak Horse
Learn to better understand and interact with your horse by speaking his language.
By Cynthia Mcfarland
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In the 1920s, author Hugh Lofting wrote a series of charming
children’s books about Doctor Doolittle, whose pet parrot, Polynesia,
taught him how to speak with animals in their own language. As a
horse owner, you may sometimes wish you had your own Polynesia to
teach you the equine language. The good news is you don’t need a
clever parrot to teach you how to speak horse. You just need to learn
what your horse is already saying to you.
Equine Communication

Watch a herd of horses at pasture, and you’ll quickly realize that they
don’t make a lot of noise. Sure, there is the occasional snort and
squeal, a nicker here, a neigh there, but for the most part, horses don’t vocalize.
Horses communicate extensively through body language. A horse immediately picks up on emotions and
notices the most subtle movements. Take, for example, a group of horses grazing together. If the more
dominant horse decides he wants a particular patch of grass where another herdmate is eating, he uses
body language to tell his subordinate to move. He will lift his head toward the “lesser” horse, typically with
his chin elevated and his ears pinned back. If the lower-ranking horse doesn’t move out of the way within
a few seconds, the dominant horse will lunge toward him, mouth open and ears flattened, and will usually
bite his herdmate’s shoulder or hindquarters. If the lesser horse shows any aggression in return, the
leader will typically spin around and fire a series of rapid kicks.
The dominant horse, male or female, instinctively increases the amount of pressure needed to move the
other horses. We humans can learn a lesson from this example. So many people jerk on their horses or
kick hard to make them move. The key is to start with minimal pressure and only increase it if you aren’t
getting the response you want. Release the pressure as soon as your horse responds appropriately.
Predator vs. Prey

As prey animals, horses are constantly on guard for predators. (Your horse considers you a predator, no
matter how much you love him.) Given the choice, they would always rather run than fight. This is not
something they learn; it’s simply an instinct they are born with. You can expose a horse to many
situations and build his confidence, but he will always remain a prey animal. If you keep this in mind when
working with your horse, you will be a step ahead of many other horse owners.
“It’s important to understand that horses are flight animals,” says Ken McNabb, a popular clinician who
trains horses using natural horsemanship methods and has won several colt-starting competitions
(www.kenmcnabb.com). “If something scares them, they try to leave. They will only fight if they are
cornered and have no other option.”
Follow the Leader

Many owners make the mistake of treating their horses like big dogs. However, dogs (like humans) are
predators, so they are different in their emotional needs, body language, and the way they interact and
view virtually every situation.
McNabb says there is one common mistake that people make when it comes to relating to their horses:
“They fail to establish leadership within the relationship,” he explains. “The horse is a herd animal, and

within the herd, there has to be a hierarchy and a leader responsible for everyone’s safety. Horses
demand this. Being a herd animal isn’t something the horse chooses; it’s how he’s made.
“When you get a horse, you develop a two-being herd—you and the horse,” continues McNabb. “If you’re
not responsible for being in charge, then the horse has to take [control]. That’s when people start running
into behavioral problems and get hurt because the horse has no direction. He will choose his own
direction and take care of himself first.”
In a herd of wild horses, there is always a definite leader, and that horse is responsible for the safety of
the entire group. Other herd members will constantly challenge the leader to make sure he (or she) is still
strong enough to protect them. So long as there is a leader in control, the rest of the horses can relax.
For example, when a lesser horse in a herd sees something spooky, he will often run a short distance
before stopping to look back and see if what scared him was really worth running from. The rest of the
group may not even quit grazing. In just a short time, the frightened horse will settle down and go back to
grazing. If, however, the dominant horse sees something and decides it’s worth running from, the entire
group will go along. That’s because all of the horses respect the leader, and if he says, “Let’s go,” then
they quickly respond.
Becoming a Leader

How can you present yourself so your horse sees you as the leader? First, make sure he respects your
space. This means that whenever you are handling him, you should be the one making him move, and
not the other way around.
If your horse swings his hindquarters toward you or bumps you out of the way with his shoulder, he is
clearly telling you through his body language that he doesn’t see you as a leader. If he rubs his head on
you, or nips at you to get your attention, he doesn’t respect your boundaries. (He would never do this to
the dominant horse in a herd without paying the price.) If he walks ahead when you’re leading him, then
he is taking charge.
“You don’t have to be a dictator, but you should enforce your boundaries with your horse,” says McNabb.
“Bad manners and rudeness are the same whether you’re dealing with horses, dogs, kids or adults. If a
horse is making me feel uncomfortable with his body language, then it’s inappropriate.”
Let’s consider the horse that steps into your space while you are grooming him. To change his mindset,
you must make him move his feet. You don’t have to hit him or jerk on the lead rope, but you need to use
enough pressure to make him move when you ask him to. For some horses, you might just need to raise
your hand. For others, you may need to push on their shoulder or hip. In the case of a more dominant
horse, or one that you have allowed to be pushy, you may need to poke him with the handle end of a
crop. However, you want to make the horse move his feet while you remain in the same place. Horses
understand this pecking order lesson immediately. They know that the one whose feet move the most is
lower on the totem pole.
“We don’t have more physical power than the horse, but we have mental power,” says McNabb. “The
horse doesn’t know how much pressure you can apply. If a horse moves into me, I may lift my hand and
wave it at his eye to make him back up.”
McNabb finds that in many cases, responding to a horse with the same type of behavior he shows you is
highly effective. “If a horse is nibbling on my sleeve, this is incredibly disrespectful,” he says. “So I might
use my fingers to pinch him on the nose enough to annoy him. This is doing to him what he’s doing to me.
The second he quits the behavior, I stop and leave him alone.

“You don’t have to give him treats or pet him to reward him,” continues McNabb. “Horses crave peace
and quiet. Often, the greatest reward for a horse is just to be left alone. When you step back from the
horse, this releases all of the pressure. You can leave him alone for just 10 seconds or so, then step up
and rub him for a few seconds to reinforce that he did well. Many times, the horse will then sigh, drop his
head and relax. Feeling safe is the ultimate thing.”
Horses don’t plot against us or try to come up with ways to frustrate us; they are simply doing what we
allow them to do. In many respects, horses are like 5-year-old kids that happen to weigh 1,000 pounds.
They will constantly push boundaries to see how far you’ll let them go. But as you reinforce those
boundaries and consistently take on the role of the leader, they will begin looking to you for permission
and guidance.
Talking to Horses

Many people rely too heavily on their voices when working around horses.
“Horses understand intent and tone, but they don’t understand English,” notes McNabb. “We try to talk
our horses into cooperation, but in truth we need to demonstrate with our body language and the
exercises we put them through that we are capable of being their leader.”
McNabb admits that he often talks out loud when working with his horses, but that this is more for him
than for his equine partners. “I constantly talk to my horse. It’s not what I say; talking helps me control my
own emotions,” he says.
Horses easily pick up emotions. If you are upset, angry or nervous, your horse will notice this
immediately. Even if you try to hide your feelings, your body language exposes your emotions, and you
may unintentionally send your horse the wrong message.
Although McNabb talks to his horses, when it comes to giving a horse cues to execute a certain task, he
only uses body language. This helps avoid confusion on the horse’s part. “For cues, I don’t use my voice
at all,” he says. “When I ask a horse to do something, I ask him with my body.”
Reading Horses

To become better versed in equine body language, pay attention any time you are around horses. Here
are some basic expressions and behaviors you can easily observe.
Horses change their facial expressions just as people do, so watch their ears, eyes and mouth. Watch the
shoulders and hindquarters. If your horse respects you, then he will yield them to you. If he’s pushy or
even bumps into you, it means he doesn’t see you as the leader.
Notice what your horse is doing with his tail. Is it hanging relaxed or gently swishing at flies? This is
normal. However, if he is wringing his tail or swishing it rapidly, then he is annoyed or irritated. Is the tail
clenched tightly against his hindquarters? This is a sign of fear or nervousness. An elevated tail means
high spirits.
Make it a point to become a “student” of equine body language. Spend as much time as possible
watching horses in a group and study how they act and react. In time, you will be able to tell what your
horse is thinking and feeling. When that happens, you will be able to speak “horse” without saying a word.
Cynthia McFarland is a Florida-based freelance writer and horse owner whose latest book is The Foaling
Primer.
This article originally appeared in the 2011 issue of Horses USA.

